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Is the water you drink clean?

What kind of drinking water do you know?
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filtered water vs tap water
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Scientific research has tested the "miracle water" and concluded that whether it is spring water 

from Lourdes, France or natural water from Nordenau, Germany,

They are not much different from ordinary water. But there is one thing in common, they are rich 

in active hydrogen!

The water with the effect of improving diseases is natural water, which contains active hydrogen 

and can eliminate free radicals. At this point, the secret of the miracle water with a history of 150 

years has finally been solved.

Obviously, the water that people call "miracle water" is rich in active hydrogen.

Ordinary mineral water contains almost no active hydrogen.

GERMANYFRANCE MEXICO PAKISTAN

There are 4 places that you can find 

the MIRACLE WATER that can cure 

all diseases and attract millions of 

people to drink it.

Lourdes

France
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The books about Hydrogen Water 
in the market
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What is Hydrogen water?
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The benefits of 

hydrogen water
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1. Reduce fatigue & boost vitality

2. Remedy for allergies

3. Promote cardiovascular & 

cerebrovascular health

4. Cancer prevention & treatment

5. Reduce diabetes

6. Anti-inflammation

7. Prevent & Reverse Degenerative 

Diseases

8. Anti-Aging

9. Slimming

10. Improve memory & cognitive 

function.



produce high-concentration 
hydrogen water (more than1500ppb )

**depends on local water quality
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MCWAY  Hydrogen Water System

External Filter  ~Ceramic

Effectively remove 99.99% sludge, iron rust, bacterium, typhus fungus, 
vibrio cholerae, backwoods coli and substance that size up to 0.9 micron. 

Filter 1~ Pre-Carbon

This Pre-carbon filter designed for removal of impurities such as residual 
chlorine, pigments, taste, odor, detergent, heavy metals & others.

Filter 2~ Resin Softener

It removes poisonous or organic contaminants from water. It reduces 

the dissolved Calsium, Magnesium and to some degree of 

Manganese and Ferrous ion concentration
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MCWAY Hydrogen Water System

Filter 3~ Hydrogen

Alkaline Ionized water +Antioxidant+Hydrogen Breaking water molecules into smaller 
ones to make the water absorption by the body's cell easier.

Filter 4~ UF Membrane

This filter is made by thousands of single fibers tube. It ensures the removal of virus, 
bacteria, Cryptosporidium and giardia, it also effectively removes turbldity, and 
suspended solids.

Filter 5 ~Carbon Block

This filter is made by compressing the granular activated carbon. It has a high    
absorprtion function to absorb ethylene, dichioride, bleach, pesticide, chlorine,                                
odor, color, harmful chemical materials and haloform.
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Hydrogen water Q & A ?
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1. Is hydrogen safe for humans? 
Hydrogen is an endogenous gas. The anaerobic bacteria in the 
human intestinal flora produce large amounts of hydrogen. The 
gas exhaled by the human body contains hydrogen. Therefore, 
hydrogen is very safe for the human body. 

2. How is hydrogen absorbed by the human body? 
Hydrogen is the smallest molecule in the universe. It spreads to 
the skin, mucous membranes, bones, blood-brain barrier and 
organs
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5. Apart from drinking, are there other uses for hydrogen water? 
Hydrogen can penetrate directly into the skin. The simple way 
is to use a dry mask to take water and apply it on the face. 

Good anti-oxidant cosmetic effect; patients with chronic 
rhinitis can flush the nasal cavity with hydrogen water. Dry eyes 
and cataracts patients can flush their eyes with hydrogen water. 

6. The anti-inflammatory effect of hydrogen? 
Long-term drinking of hydrogen water can relieve chronic 
inflammation in the body, at the same time improve immunity, 
enhance disease resistance, and reduce colds and fever 
symptom. Including otitis media, gingivitis, chronic bronchitis, 
chronic pelvic inflammatory disease and rheumatoid arthritis
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7. Does hydrogen affect allergies? 
The so-called allergies are mostly immune diseases caused 
by the environment and age. Allergies are inherently immune 
system issue. Long-term drinking of hydrogen water can 
greatly relieve contact dermatitis, eczema, measles, allergic 
asthma and allergic rhinitis.

8. Can I lose weight by drinking hydrogen water? 
Drinking hydrogen water can promote lipid metabolism, 
regulate blood pressure and blood sugar, thereby reducing the 
complications of hypertension and diabetes and reducing 
metabolic syndrome achieves the effect of weight loss.
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9. How effective is hydrogen water on diabetes and gout? 
The improvement of diabetes complications is relatively fast. Generally, 
after drinking hydrogen water for 1 month, the complications begin to 
reduce or even disappear. Blood sugar begins to drop in about 3 months. 
If you insist on drinking for more than one year, the drug can be stopped 
gradually. For erections caused by diabetes Dysfunction also has a clear 
effect. Patients with gout generally drink for about 3 months and no gout 
attacks, and uric acid for 6 months to 1 year returns to normal levels. 

10. What are the benefits for pregnant women? 
The anti-radiation effect of hydrogen can avoid fetal radiation damage; 
anti-cell mutation can protect the normal development of the fetus; 

strengthen immunity prevent pregnant women from catching a cold and 
fever; metabolically prevent gestational diabetes and high blood pressure
and reduce pregnancy reactions. 
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11. What experience does healthy people have when drinking 
hydrogen water? 
a. The most obvious and fastest experience is anti-fatigue. 
b. Drinking hydrogen water combined with a hydrogen water mask can 
significantly improve skin texture and complexion, lighten age spots, stains  
and other skin problems 

c. Immunity is significantly improved, colds and fever will be reduced. 
d. Long-term drinking can prevent various diseases and achieve perfect

anti-aging effects.

12. Is it safe for children to drink? 
At present, air pollution has reduced the immunity of many children. 
Drinking hydrogen water can improve children's disease resistance while  
preventing obesity and other common health problems in modern children. 

13. When is the best time to drink hydrogen water during the day? 
It is best to drink in the morning, before lunch and dinner, before and after exercise 



THANK YOU


